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Automated Language Translator for XOOPS 2.3.3, all languages on the google API Supported.
X-Transam 1.09 is a translator for XOOPS 2.3.x it allows for core language files as well as
module language file. It will import them off the hosting and write them in the correct XOOPS
Location. Supports utf-8, utf-16, utf-32 & Unicode All formats.

Compatible with all Unicode, utf-8, utf-16, uft-32.

From Chronolabs

Features:

  * File by File Editor
  * Import a define keyword set
  * write to system
  * admin only
  * encoded storage (Any Database)

System Requirements:

  * XOOPS 2.3.x

Download: xoops2.3_xtransam_1.09.zip
Mirror: Live Skydriver

What to expect in the next release

For some reason the original hex conversion even when tested before releasing was flawed this
has been replaced by a choice of conversion methods in case you are running funny bit
methods or a none standard 8 bit computer.

In later version now there is a stable framework we will be offering importing of earlier language
files and a few other options.
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http://bin.chronolabs.org.au/xoops2.3_xtransam_1.09.zip
http://cid-6580d2a11c091017.skydrive.live.com/browse.aspx/XOOPS%20Modules/xTransam
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Mamba - Testing & Feature Request
Rune - Just for being a pretty Norwegian artist 
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